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Purpose of Modeling

Abstract
Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) is a complex suite of organic compounds present in natural ecosystems, and is
particularly studied in river systems. The hyporheic zone (HZ), a region of surface water-shallow groundwater exchange,
has been identified as a hotspot of DOC processing and is generally regarded as a net sink of organic matter. More recent
studies into riverine DOC have shifted to examining DOC quality rather than bulk quantity. DOC quality variability has
been linked to hydrologic and climatic variability, both focuses of current climate change research. In support of field
studies of DOC processing in a meandering stream hyporheic zone, a new agent-based model has been developed. Using
the NetLogo modeling environment it couples Lattice Boltzmann fluid dynamics with chemical and biological
transformation of DOC to simulate changing DOC quality in a porous medium. At the pore scale model environmental,
chemical, and biological parameters are varied and the effects on DOC quality observed.

Hydrological, ecological, and biogeochemical studies at the hyporheic meander field site are ongoing. While we cannot
currently model actual field conditions (as many are yet unknown), we can improve our understanding of controls on
hyporheic DOC quality through modeling simple, idealized conditions on a pore scale.

Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC)
DOC consists of organic compounds with a wide spectrum of compositions and origins. It is both consumed and excreted
by biological activity, and subject to adsorption and photodegradation. Due to the wide range of DOC molecular structures,
some DOC compounds are more susceptible to these processes than others. This study focuses on DOC transformations
that occur in a stream’s hyporheic zone, a region of high biogeochemical activity in stream ecosystems.

Hyporheic Zone
Hydrologists define hyporheic flow as the subsurface region containing flowpaths that originate and end in the stream.
Hyporheic zones (HZs) exist at a range of scales, from small-scale flow through streambed riffles to large-scale flow
through stream meanders. HZs are a hotspot of biological activity and a net sink of nutrients for stream ecosystems.

Agent-Based Modeling
Agent-based modeling (ABM) is a Monte Carlo modeling
approach in which individual agents’ behavior is determined
by both the agents’ properties and probabilistic rules (see
Figure 1). This is an ideal approach for modeling organic
carbon, as each molecule has a different structure which
determines its probability of chemical transformation.
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At sediment surfaces, molecules can either sorb or be taken up by microbes, depending on molecular properties (see
Figure 3). Sorption and desorption probabilities are dependent on molecular weight (Arthurs, et al, 2004, Zhou, et al,
2001). Microbial uptake probability is determined by molecular weight and elemental ratios (Cabaniss, et al, 2005).
Microbial uptake is the only process in this model in which molecules are removed from the simulation space.

Starter molecules
Users define the set of starter molecules which do not move but
periodically emit DOC molecules into the simulation space. Starter
molecules include large precursors cellulose, lignin, and protein, and small
precursors tannin, terpenoid, and flavonoid (Cabaniss, et al, 2005).

Sediment surface

Molecules can only sorb or be taken up by microbes at these surfaces.

These are generated by, and are initially identical to, starter molecules. DOC
molecules can split, combine, or undergo transformation limited to single
functional groups.

End of simulation space
When molecules reach the end of the simulation space, their transport and
transformation is halted to allow for inspection of their final state.
Figure 3. Simulation space for an agent-based model of DOC transformation built in the NetLogo modeling environment. The space is 21 x 45 lattice units.
Brighter blue patches indicate areas of higher fluid velocity.

Field Site

A hyporheic zone field study site in the Valles Caldera National Preserve, Sandoval Co., NM is jointly operated by New
Mexico Tech and the University of New Mexico as part of New Mexico EPSCoR. The site consists of 44 shallow groundwater
wells installed in a meander bend of the East Fork Jemez River (see Figure 2), a probable hyporheic zone (Cardenas, 2009).
Preliminary hydrologic characterization suggests that general flow direction in this system is from the northeast. The site
has been sampled for DOC throughout the 2011 field season. DOC concentrations range from 0.6 to 18 mg/L.
The system exhibits high hydrologic and biogeochemical heterogeneity, complicating efforts to interpret HZ architecture
and function. DOC metrics vary spatially and temporally (see Figure 2), as do physical chemistry metrics in the system.
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Modeling Approach
For each model run, the user defines the values of the following parameters, which remain fixed throughout
the simulation:
Minimum
High
Base Case
Low
Maximum
Temperature (K)
pH
O2 concentration (mM)
Bacterial density (0 - 1, unitless)
Enzyme activity (0 - 1, unitless)
Number of starter molecules
Percentage large precursors

273
0
0.01
0.01
0.01
6
0%

288
3.5
0.05
0.05
0.05
25
25%

298
7.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
100
50%

308
10.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
150
75%

323
14.0
1
1
1
200
100%

Each parameter was run at a range of conditions and compared to runs conducted at Base Case conditions.
Model runs generated several output metrics, measured at the top and bottom of the simulation space to assess change.
Three of these are reported here:
DOC Concentration - Mass of molecules / volume of pore space in sample space with units of Daltons/lattice unit. (Dalton =
amu)
Mean Residence Time - Mean number of time steps in which a molecule traverses the simulation space, with units of
seconds.
Number-Average Molecular Weight - Molecular weight of average molecule in sample space (Cabaniss, et al, 2000) with
units of amu.
Results shown are the average of five replicate runs of 9000 timesteps each (see Figure 4). Up to 950,000 molecules have
been observed in the simulation space at one time. Depending on the run, hundreds or thousands of molecules may be
present in the sampling space.

Mean Residence Time

Extreme values of pH (0 and 14)
cause mean residence time to
increase. The rate of molecular
splitting reactions is 2 - 3 orders
of magnitude higher at these
pHs.
As with DOC concentration,
mean residence time is linearly
sensitive to percentage large
precursors. Molecular size and
residence time are related
through size-dependent
diffusion.

DOC molecule

Sorption sites are exclusive; there is only one molecule sorbed at each site.
Sorption probability is dependent on molecular weight.

Figure 2. New Mexico EPSCoR hyporheic zone field site in Valles Caldera National Preserve, Sandoval Co., NM.
Points on the center map show shallow groundwater piezometers installed in a meander bend of the East Fork
Jemez River. The rightmost figure shows mean DOC concentrations in stream samples and in well samples during
the 2010 and 2011 field seasons. Error bars indicate one standard deviation from the mean and reflect spatial
variability in DOC concentration.

High temperature increases
solute diffusivity, causing
molecules to travel through the
space more quickly and
lessening south DOC
concentration.
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DOC concentration is linearly
sensitive to variation in
percentage large precursors.

Figure 5. Sensitivity of south DOC concentration to varying experimental conditions.
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Figure 1. Representation of an agent-based modeling approach for modeling DOC transformation.
This hypothetical DOC molecule's functional groups are listed on the left. Its probabilites for
transformation are listed on the right. A biofilm and sediment surface illustrate the molecule's
potential to diffuse into the biofilm or sorb onto the sediment surface. Particulate matter is not
considered in this model.

Valles Caldera

South DOC Concentration

Transformation of DOC molecules is governed by algorithms developed for the AlphaStep model of DOC transformation
(Cabaniss, et al, 2005). Condensation reactions are the only process in which molecules interact with each other. In all
other processes, molecules act independently. DOC molecules begin as one of six precursor structures. Throughout the
simulation, hundreds of unique structures may develop.
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Sediment Geometry and Fluid Dynamics

No Reaction - 0.9953
Ester Hydrolysis - 6.02x10-4
C=C Oxidation - 3.63x10-4
Alcohol Oxidation - 5.45x10-4
Aldehyde Oxidation - 2.72x10-4
Decarboxylation - 9.07x10-6
Microbial Utilization - 2.86x10-3
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Figure 4. During model runs, data was "sampled" at the north
and south ends of the simulation space. Runs were 9000 time
steps (seconds), with the first 4000 considered a spin-up
period.

A sensitivity analysis using this pore scale model investigates the environmental conditions that may be responsible for
DOC quality changes. The model is built in the NetLogo modeling environment (Wilensky, 1999).

Sediment geometry consists of a regularly repeating sediment field scaled to represent a domain of 1 mm x 2 mm. Fluid
velocity field is determined with a Lattice Boltzmann model (Sukop & Thorne, 2005). Flow is driven by constant head at
north and south boundaries; east and west boundaries are periodic. Molecules are subject to advection and sizedependent diffusion. One time-step represents one second.

Introduction
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Enzyme activity also increases
rates of splitting reactions.
These reactions increase the
number and relative proportion
of larger molecules. Since
residence time is related to
size-dependent diffusivity,
residence time increases with
increased splitting reaction
rate.
Figure 6. Sensitivity of mean residence time of molecules to varying experimental
conditions.

Change in Average Molecular Weight

At pH = 10.5, rates of splitting
At 25% large precursors
reactions affecting small
microbial removal of small
molecules increase by 4 orders
molecules increases the
of magnitude while large
proportion of large molecules,
molecule splitting rates remain
which has a strong effect on
unchanged compared to pH = 7.
south average molecular
This increases the relative
weight compared to north.
proportion of small molecules.
At pH = 14, large molecule
splitting rates increase by 3
At 0% large precursors, there is
orders of magnitude, increasing
essentially no change in
the proportion of large
molecular weight. Splitting
molecules throughout the
reaction rates are very low
space, leading to little net
Figure 7. Change in average molecular weight of sample space molecules between north and
under this condition.
change in average molecular
south sampling points.
weight.

Discussion
This model represents, to our knowledge, the first application of agent-based DOC transformation to a transport and
surface interaction simulation.
Size-dependent diffusion exerts a control on all quality metrics in affecting molecular residence time. Chemical reactions
which split molecules exert a secondary control, in that they affect molecular size.
Conditions modeled here include extreme values of pH and temperature which are not realistic in natural systems. Thus
the effects of extreme pH on residence time, for example, are not applicable to the East Fork Jemez River Meander site.
The sensitivity analysis presented here shows how changes in DOC quality are controlled by interactions between
processes and properties of DOC molecules. This agent-based modeling approach preserves the individual characteristics
of each molecule while displaying emergent trends.
Future work in this area will be directed towards field applications. The development of a continuum scale, transient
condition model will allow modeling of the seasonal changes in hydrology and DOC dynamics that are thought to exist at
the East Fork Jemez River Meander site. The model presented here is a tool for developing hypotheses regarding DOC
transformations. As we continue to investigate our hyporheic field site, this model will help us begin to connect process
with effect and further our understanding of hyporheic biogeochemistry.
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